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Abstract - In order to generate high-spectral-irradiance white light continuum (WLC) a hollow fiber with 250 µm inner diameter was used. The hollow fiber was mounted on a V-groove holder inside a chamber filled with Argon gas. The output beam of a Ti:sapphire laser producing 30 fs pulses was focused at the entrance of the hollow fiber using a plano-convex lens. The high intensity of the incident laser beam inside the hollow fiber causes self-phase modulation leading to broadening the spectral of the input light. The broadening strength depends on many parameters such as the energy of the incident pulses, duration of incident pulses, length of hollow fiber, gas pressure inside the hollow fiber and the ratio of the beam waist diameter to inner diameter of the hollow fiber. At optimal conditions of 175 cm length hollow fiber, 500 µJ pulse energy, 150 cm focal length lens and 0.6 bar gas pressure the white light exiting the fiber possesses a spectrum ranging from 600 nm- 950 nm which results in generation of sub-8 fs pulses via compressing by a compressor consisting of 8 chirp mirrors.
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1 Introduction

White light continuum (WLC) generation is a nonlinear optical process in which the spectral bandwidth of input pulses are broadened in the range from the UV to the IR as ultrashort laser pulses propagate through a transparent medium [1]. Alfano and Shapiro were the first to report WLC generation by focusing powerful picosecond pulses in glass samples in 1970 [2, 3]. WLC can also be generated by focusing high energetic ultrashort laser pulses into other transparent mediums such as deionized water [4], optical fiber [5], photonic crystals [6], dielectric and semiconductors [7], crystals such as YAG and Sapphire [8] and inert gases such as Krypton, Argon and Neon [9, 10]. Using a noble gas confined by a hollow fiber instead of a bulk medium for WLC generation provide several advantages. Propagation of light along hollow fibers occurs through grazing incidence reflections at the inner surface thus, the same spot size is maintained along the entire fiber length leading to enhancement of nonlinear effects. In a bulk material, a tight focusing necessary to obtain high irradiance would limit the interaction length. A hollow fiber filled with inert gas can handle higher energy pulses than a bulk material. In a bulk material, when the irradiance is too high, avalanche ionization occurs which leads to damage and destroys the transmission and spatial beam quality. We produced sub-8 fs pulses by compressing WLC generated by slightly focusing femtosecond pulses into a hollow fiber filled with Argon gas. This work was done in Applied Physics Institute at Vienna University of Technology in Austria.

2 WLC Generation

Figure 1 schematically shows the setup used for WLC and sub-8 fs pulse generation in this work. The laser source used as a pump for WLC generation is a compact pro Ti:sapphire laser system producing 500 µJ, 30 fs, 800 nm pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate. The 10 mm laser beam is slightly focused using a plano-convex lens at the entrance of the 175 cm long hollow fiber. The inner diameter of the hollow fiber is 250 µm. We examined different lenses with focal length ranging from 100 cm to 175 cm to make the best matching between the laser beam waist diameter and the hollow fiber diameter. Using 150 cm focal length lens resulted in a 190 µm beam waist leading to best matching required for sustaining the single mode propagation through the entire length of the 175 cm long fiber. The hollow fiber is mounted on a V-groove holder inside a chamber filled with Argon gas. The chamber itself is mounted on a pair of xz translation stage allowing the adjustment of the fiber axis so that the pump beam travel through the hollow fiber without striking the fiber wall. Since the beam spot stability is very crucial, the pump beam path from the amplifier output to the chamber entrance is covered to prevent even the air flow. The laser spot at the focus should possess a high circularity to achieve the maximum efficiency of the WLC generation and also to attain a perfect beam profile demonstrating a spatially Gaussian
the divergent beam exiting the hollow fiber. A set of half-wave plate and a polarizer can be mounted before the compressor to control the pulse energy required for different purposes.

2.1 Gas Pressure Dependence of the WLC Spectral Bandwidth
Argon gas was used to fill the chamber at different pressure to investigate the effect of gas pressure on the generated bandwidth. The spectral bandwidth of the WLC produced by Argon gas-filled hollow fiber showed strong dependency on the pressure of the Argon gas inside the chamber. Figure 2 shows how the WLC bandwidth broadens as the gas pressure inside the chamber is increased. When the chamber is evacuated (i.e. zero pressure) the spectrum of light exiting the hollow fiber is identical to the input pump (i.e. amplifier beam) with a peak at 800 nm and a bandwidth of 40 nm corresponding to a pulse duration of 30 fs. When the chamber is filled with Argon gas at pressure of 0.4 bar two blue-shifted and red-shifted peaks appear at 745 nm and 860 nm respectively. As the pressure of Argon gas is increased to 0.6 bar the peaks shift to 690 nm and 890 nm. At pressure of 1 bar the peak positions are 677 nm and 945 nm. When the pressure increased to 1.4 bar the peaks relocated to 585 nm and 980 nm so that the spectrum covers a large range of wavelengths from 500 nm to 1050 nm.

Figure 1. Schematic setup used for WLC generation in order to produce sub-8 fs pulses

Figure 2. WLC spectrum at different gas pressure

Figure 3. Pulse duration of compressed pulses
at different gas pressures.

3 Pulse Width Measurements for Compressed WLC Pulses

The pulse duration of the compressed pulses was measured using an autocorrelator after the compressor (see figure 4).

![Figure 4. Interferometry Autocorrelation measurement showing 8 fs pulses.](image)

Although the spectrum of the WLC broadens with increasing the Argon gas pressure inside the hollow fiber the pulse width of the pulses exiting the compressor does not accordingly decreases. As shown in Figure 3 the pulse duration decreased from 30 fs (for pump pulses) to below 8 fs as the pressure inside the hollow fiber is increased up to 0.6 bar. It is an expected trend since for Fourier-bandwidth-limited pulses the pulse duration is proportional with the reciprocal of the spectral bandwidth. Thus, the pulse duration has to decrease as the WLC bandwidth becomes wider as a consequence of pressure increase.

By further increasing of the gas pressure inside the chamber the observed results do not follow the same trend. The WLC spectral bandwidth although broadens the pulse duration no longer decreases but increases. This behavior happens because a complete compensation of the chirp carried by the spectrally broadened pulses cannot be achieved by the compressor when the spectral bandwidth grows beyond the range of 600-950 nm. In fact, at 0.6 bar gas pressure the setup outcome is nearly Fourier-bandwidth-limited pulses whereas this does not happen at higher gas pressures. As far as the generation of shorter pulses is concerned, the gas pressure of 0.6 bar is optimal value.

4 Conclusion

We generated sub-8 fs pulses by compressing the WLC generated by Argon filled hollow core fiber. The 10 mm diameter Ti-Sapphire laser was focused into 190 µm waist diameter inside a 250 µm inner diameter 175 cm long hollow fiber using a 150 cm focal length lens. The WLC spectral bandwidth increased by increasing the gas pressure inside the hollow fiber. The WLC then traveled through a compressor consisting of 8 chirped mirrors to eliminate the chirp carried by pulses exiting the fiber. The shortest pulses were obtained at gas pressure of 0.6 bar when the WLC spectrum covered the range of 600-950 nm.
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